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BOOKMAN
EXPANDABLE ELECTRONIC BOOK

"The Franklin Bible-The
fastest surest way I've
found for reference and
concordance work. And
its fun."

Change books in seconds!
Each Bookman model contains a built-in, best-selling reference work, plus the exclusive
Bookman cartridge slot. This unique feature lets you add a book simply by inserting a
Bookman cartridge into the slot. Replacing one domino -sized cartridge with another
takes just seconds. Dozens of Bookman titles are available by special -order at your
nearby RadioShack, with more being added all the time. See page 272 for our wide
selection of Bookman cartridges.

An amazing variety of Franklin Bookman- products
is available for fast shipment direct to your door through RadioShack Unlimited.
Come check our big in-store catalog.
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Desktop KJ Bible
KJB-1840. Contains complete
text of Old and New Testaments.
Each time the Bible is turned on,
Learn -a -Verse offers special devo-
tionals with Johnny Cash reading
passages from the Scriptures! Full
concordance with a powerful
Search function finds scripture at

computer speeds. TypE in the word or phrase you are looking for and touch a
button-in seconds the verse appears. Plus, by inserting a Bookman cartridge in
the back, you can have another complete book available-your Bible becomes a
reader for other Franklin electronic books. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries.

63-2148 119.99

Fran"0-
11]=1 Pocket King James Bible
108-1440. Same as above but without speech. A
powerful scriptural research tool you can put in your
pocket and carry with you everywhere. Five -line dis-
play with adjustable type size and contrast control.
Bookman slot in the back lets you add a second book
anytime. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries.
63-2150 79.99
Pocket Bible in New International Version
NIV-1440. RSU 12139382 79.99

Dictionaries with thesauruses

Fran'-'-

- Pocket
dictionary &
thesaurus
Merriam -Webster®
MWD-1440. Over
100,000 words defined,
500,000 synonyms,
phonetic spell checker.

Big 5 -line display with adjustable type sizes and con-
trast control. Bookman slot for adding another book
cartridge. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries. BUI
63-2106 59.99
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Dictionary
with inflections
& conjugations
The American Heritage
Dictionary & Thesaurus
WP -5501R. Indispensible

English reference for all students of English! Especially
helpful to anyone for whom English is a 2nd language. Ex.
tensive lists of verb conjugations and inflected forms
220,000 definitions and 500,000 synonyms. Phonetic spel
checking for over 80,000 words. Add 4 "AAA" batteries.
Dui 63-2104 69.99
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MEM Speaking
dictionary &
thesaurus
Webster's MWS-1840.
Defines over 120,000

words; over 500,000 thesaurus returns. Pronounces
words and definitions clearly, using the new
ClariSpeech'" technology. Large 8 -line display with
adjustable type sizes and contrast control. Grammar
guide, SAT word list. Bookman slot. Requires 4 "AAA"
batteries.M0 63-2105 119.99

Just dictionaries
Franc-60-
E7El Pocket
Dictionary
MWD-400. This
Merriam -Webster® dic-
tionary is even easier to
use than the original
book. Definitions for
over 80,000 words,
spell checker, distin-

guishes between "sound -alike" words. 3 -line dill
with adjustable type sizes and contrast control.

RSU 12139390. 39.99

S II O.
Seiko Instruments

Ideal for students, teachers,

business people, travelers

gm Handheld scanning dictionary
Quicktionary'" Reading Pen QT -2001. No more hauling a bulky printed dictionary around in your
briefcase. No more tedious keyboarding of words in an electronic dictionary. Simply pass the scanner
head over a written word; the Reading Pen pronounces the word, and the definition appears in the
display instantly. Recognizes over 480,000 words and expressions. Contains over 200,000 definitions
from the American Heritage® Dictionary, Unabridged Collegiate Version. Reads multiple fonts, sizes.
Right- and left-handed modes.

RSU 12139473 269.99
Nonspeaking version. RSU 12139465 199.99

Items with an Inonumber are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited'', or see our selection of products at RadioShadccom.Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


